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Abstract

Nanoimprinting lithography (NIL) is a next-generation nanofabrication method, capable of

replicating nanostructures from original master surfaces. Here, we develop highly scalable,

simple, and non-destructive NIL using a dissolvable template. Termed dissolvable template

nanoimprinting lithography (DT-NIL), our method utilizes an economic thermoplastic resin

(commercial nail polish) to fabricate nanoimprinting templates, which can be easily dissolved in

simple organic solvents. We used the DT-NIL method to replicate cicada wings (Neotibicen

pruinosus) which have surface nanofeatures of —100 nm in height. The master, template and

replica surfaces showed a >z94% similarity based on the measured diameter and height of the

nanofeatures. The versatility of DT-NIL was also demonstrated with the replication of re-entrant,

multi-scale, and hierarchical features on fly wings (Sarcophaga bullata), as well as hard silicon

wafer based artificial nanostructures. The DT-NIL, method can be performed under ambient

conditions with the use of inexpensive and commercially available materials and equiprnent. Our

work opens the door to opportunities for economical and high-throughput nanofabrication

processes for replicating nanofeatures of various surfaces.
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Nanoimprinting lithography (NIL) is one of the most promising next-generation methods for

fabricating nanoscale patterns and features on surfaces. Instead of using methods involving

photomasks or techniques that directly scribe or etch features onto the surface of interest, NIL

uses an original sample (herein called a master) to first fabricate a mold (herein called a

template). Replicas are produced from a template having the negative image of the original

master, with all of the nano- or microscale structures present on the master. A template can

produce thousands of replicates, which allows for high duplicability and throughput.1' 2

First reported in the 1990s1, research on NIL has progressed to enable high-resolution

replication, down to —10 nm scales with high throughput. The earliest nanoimprinting method,

now called thermal NIL, requires elevated temperatures (-200°C) and high pressures (-40 bar)

during the molding process to produce templates from a master surface.24 These high

temperature and pressure conditions impose limitations on the selection of the original sample

for reproduction. Newer methods have enabled the reduction of harsh conditions by developing

room temperature nanoimprint lithography (RT-NIL),4-6 UV-curable NIL (UV-NIL),7-9 and

direct NIL10-12 to achieve larger fabrication areas,13, 14 rapid fabrication,15' 16 and easier release of

the template."' 18 However, even state-of-the-art NIL techniques remain limited due to high

fabrication temperature, pressure, or manufacturing costs.2' 19

In this study, we develop scalable, simple, and cost-effective dissolvable template

nanoimprinting lithography (DT-NIL). We demonstrate DT-NIL for template and replica

fabrication using both natural (insect wing masters) and engineered (silicon masters) surfaces

possessing nanoscale features. The DT-NIL method fabricates a dissolvable template from a

master and enables the scalable production of replicas from the dissolvable template. The method

employs simple methods at room temperature and atmospheric pressure and uses materials
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accessible outside of laboratory cleanrooms, such as nail polish and rubbing alcohol. In addition,

nail polish is non-toxic and biocompatible, thus eliminating the need for the use of toxic

chemicals used in other NIL applications. We demonstrate the nanoscale resolution of DT-NIL

by replicating nanofeatures present on various master surfaces onto both hard and soft materials.
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Figure 1. (a) Fabrication process schematics for DT-NIL showing 1) deposition of 0.1 mL/cm2
of acrylic resin on the template surface, 2) spin coating acrylic resin at 500 rpm for 60 seconds
(optional, see Supporting Information S.2), 3) drying acrylic resin at room temperature, 4)

demolding template from the master surface, 5) resulting in a dissolvable acrylic resin template.
(b) Photograph of an original (master) Neotibicen pruinosus cicada wing with (c) corresponding
scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of the nanopillar features on the original wing having mean
pillar heights (havg) = 332 ± 28 nm and mean diameters (davg) = 148 ± 8 nm, as measured using
atomic force microscopy (AFM).20 (d) Photograph of the dissolvable template imprinted from
the original wing master shown in (b) with corresponding (e) SEM showing havg = 337 ± 32 nm

and davg = 146 ± 8 nm as measured with AFM. (f) Height and (g) diameter distributions of
nanopillars on the original wings and nanowells created on the template obtained with AFM.
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For the template material, we used a readily available quick-drying nail polish (Sally

Hansen, InstaDri top coat nail polish), consisting of a mixture of solvents, several film forming

agents, plasticizers, and other commercial additives. Figure 1 a illustrates the DT-NIL template

fabrication process. Prior to template fabrication, the master surface was cleaned through

sequential sonication in acetone, ethanol, and deionized (DI) water, followed by drying in a clean

nitrogen (N2) stream. Flexible master samples, such as insect wings, were adhered to a glass

microscope slide using double-sided mounting tape. After mounting, —2 mL/cm2 of nail polish

was deposited on the master and spread via spin coating for 60 seconds at 500 rpm. The template

thickness after spin coating at 500 rpm was approximately 3-5 gm. After spin coating, the nail

polish was left to cure at room temperature for 30 minutes. Note, spin coating is optional for the

nail polish used as the fabricated template showed similar feature heights to the template

fabricated by drop casting without spin coating (Supporting Information S.2). However, if a

dissolvable resin with a higher viscosity is used, spincoating will be necessary. The resulting

template thickness by drop casting was —10 Undercured tacky nail polish could result in

template stretching or tearing during the demolding process. Meanwhile over-cured nail polish

(> 6 hours) becomes too brittle to be removed in a single piece. During drying and curing, the

nail polish resin does not completely evaporate, maintaining its initial contact line. In addition,

the nail polish does not contain colloidal particles, eliminating the coffee ring effect21' 22. After

curing, the nail polish was carefully peeled off from the master and left to cure further between

two sterile microscope glass slides to prevent warping due to the residual stresses from peeling.23

Although the force required for peeling the ternplate from the master varies with structure length

scale and chemistry, the force is minimal and easily accomplished manually by using forceps to

hold the template without damaging either the master or the template. After cleaning, the master
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surface could be used to generate additional templates, demonstrating reproducibility (For

additional notes on reproducibility and the template generation process, see Supporting

Information S.3).

We used cicada wings (Neotibicen pruinosus) as the master surface for template

fabrication. (For cicada collection and master sample preparation, see Supporting Information

S.4.) This cicada species was chosen due to the nanopillar features that exist on the wing

surface,2° making it an interesting biological surface for demonstrating the versatility and

resolution of DT-NIL. Figure 1(b) shows a representative image of a cicada wing along with a

top-view scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image (Fig. 1c) of the nanopillars. The

nanopillars have a larger diameter at the base near the substrate, and a smaller diameter at the tip,

consistent with findings from previous studies.2°' 24 Figure 1 f and 1 g show statistical data of

nanofeatures on the wing surface derived from atomic force microscopy (AFM). The AFM

results show that the master wing sample (black bars) had nanopillars with mean height (Fig. 1 f)

and width (Fig. lg) of 332 ± 28 nm and 148 ± 7 nm, respectively (hereby in the text, the values

are the mean ± standard deviation). A representative image of the nail polish template and the

SEM micrograph of the negative features imprinted onto the template are shown in Figures ld

and e, respectively. The nanowell tapered from wide at the surface to narrow at the bottom,

opposite from the original nanopillars on the wing master. AFM characterization of the imprinted

nanowells (Figure 1 f and 1 g, red bars) shows that the mean well depth and diameter of the

template was 337 ± 32 nm and 145 ± 8 nm, respectively. The distributions and mean heights and

diarneters of the nanopillars on the original cicada wings and the distributions and mean heights

of the nanowells on the template showed excellent agreement, proving cornplete imprinting of

the nanofeatures using DT-NIL.
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As evident from the data obtained from AFM imaging shown in Fig. 1 f and 1 g, the

dissolvable templates made frorn nail polish offer great flexibility and high fidelity at small

scales down to —20 nm (crevices between pillars) up to 100 nm (nanopillars) at room

temperature and atmospheric pressure. The high resolution achieved using DT-NIL can be

attributed to the properties of the nail polish. The surface energy of other commercially available

nail polishes vary with formulations and additives, but are generally reported in the range of 30 -

40 mJ/m2, with a viscosity between 0.1 - 0.5 Pa• S.25' 26 Lower viscosity and surface energy resins,

such as nail polish, are preferred for molding features completely without air inclusions and are

therefore a logical template material for DT-NIL.
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Figure 2. (a) Replication step schematics of the Neotibicen pruinosus cicada wing master
fabricated using DT-NIL and metal electroplating. After 1) formation of the dissolvable template
the fabrication steps include: 2) deposition of a conductive seed layer of copper (Cu, —30-50 nm

thick), 3) metal electroplating in an electroplating solution containing Cu ions (Cu2±) for 30
minutes to deposit a dense layer of Cu on the seed layer and template, 4) solvent wash to

dissolve the template using acetonitrile, isopropyl alcohol and DI water with agitation and gentle
spraying, followed by drying in a clean N2 stream, (b) Top-view photograph of the entire Cu
wing replica with (c) corresponding SEM micrograph and (d) AFM images of the tip surface.

(e) Height and (f) diameter distributions of nanopillars on the original master wings, nanowells,
and Cu replicas on the dissolvable template obtained using AFM. The distribution shows that the

Cu replica pillars had a height of 329 ± 32 nm and a diameter of 145 ± 8 nm.
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After confirming that our template successfully imprinted nanostructures with high

fidelity, we utilized the dissolvable template to make replicas of the cicada wings using two

different materials and deposition techniques (Fig. 2a). First, we used electroplating of copper

(Cu) to make a metallic cicada wing. Initially, a 50 nm seed layer of gold or Cu was sputtered

onto the template to make it conductive. The resulting metal-coated template was determined to

be superhydrophilic, with apparent advancing and apparent receding contact angles of Oaa" =

12.4 ± 3.7° and Ora" = 0°, ensuring that the Cu plating solution would completely wet the

nanowells during the plating process. To deposit Cu on the template, we used a commercially

available Cu plating solution (Elevate Cu 6320, Technik Inc., USA). The pH of the plating

solution was approximately 3 to 4 as measured using pH test paper. We maintained a relatively

low current density (< 0.02 A/cm2) to prevent the template from being burned by Joule heating.

The low current density resulted in a slow deposition rate (0.74 gm/min) when depositing a

gm thick copper layer at 25°C (for deposition parameters, see Supporting Information S.5).

Even though the 2-electrode electrodeposition method enabled us to replicate the master

successfully, 3-point electrode electrodeposition might be preffered for other applications since it

reduces current density to prevent Joule heating while operating at a constant voltage.

After Cu plating, the nail polish was dissolved by placing the template-replicate layers in

an acetonitrile sonication bath for 3 minutes, followed by acetonitrile, ethanol and DI water

washes using spray bottles. Spray washes, rather than further sonication, were used in the final

steps of replica fabrication since spaying minimizes potential redeposition of dissolved template

residue present in sonication baths. Figure 2b provides the visual evidence of wing nanostructure

replication showing the differences between the area where nanopillars were replicated (dark

brown) or not (bright coppery color). The area without proper nanopillar replication occurred for
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two reasons. First, the template melted due to excessive joule heating where an alligator clip has

direct contact. The copper could then be deposited on a partially detached Au seed layer or in

cracks between the seed layer and the template. Note, even very minor cracks in templates can

cause imperfection in the replication as Cu randomly deposited on the nanofeatures, usually

concentrated in the peripheral area as seen in Fig. 2b. The distinct color difference likely arises

from the passive antireflectivity.27 Without reflection, the copper metal can absorb light across

the visible spectrum, leading to the darker color observed similar to that seen from

nanostructured copper oxide surfaces.28 This is confirmed in SEM micrographs and AFM scans

of the darker area, showing highly ordered and conformal nanopillar arrays over the surface (Fig.

2c,d).

The nanopillars present on the replicate had similar dimensions to those of the original

master cicada wing, featuring a mean height and diameter of 329 ± 32 nm and 145 ± 8 nm,

respectively (Figure 2e and f, yellow bars). This is a 99% replication of the original

nanostructure mean height and a 98% replication of the mean diameter. Furthermore, replica,

template, and master showed nanopillars/nanowells having similar height and diameter

distributions extracted from AFM scans. Together, these two factors indicate high-resolution

fabrication of Cu nanopillars.

To reproduce the superhydrophobic functionality of the original wing master, we coated

the surface with heptadecafluorodecyltrimethoxysilane (HTMS, CAS #83048-65-1, Gelest Inc,

USA). The functionalization resulted in an increase of apparent advancing and receding contact

angles with water to 0:PP = 158 ± 5 and OraPP = 153 ± 8° from 0:PP <10° and OraPP<l 0°,

indicating superhydrophobicity and showing our DT-NIL method can replicate functionality as

well as structure. (For contact angle measurement details, see Supporting Information S.6).
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Figure 3. Fabrication of Neotibicen pruinosus cicada wing replicas using DT-NIL and
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). (a) Detailed fabrication step schematics of the replica made from
PDMS after 1) formation of the dissolvable template, the fabrication steps include: 2) deposition
of an assistive Au layer (5 nm) to avoid structural collapse of the PDMS post-fabrication, 3)

deposition and degassing of the PDMS, 4) PDMS curing for 2.5 hours at 60°C, 5) solvent wash
to dissolve the template using acetonitrile, isopropyl alcohol and DI water with agitation and

gentle spraying, followed by drying in an N2 stream. (b) Image of the entire PDMS replica wing
with corresponding (c) SEM and (d) AFM images. (e) Height and (f) diameter distributions of
nanopillars on the original wings, nanowells on the dissolvable template, and PDMS replicas
obtained using AFM. The distribution shows that the PDMS replica mean was 94.4% of the

height and 106% of the diameter of the original wing master.
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To further demonstrate the versatility of DT-NIL, we selected polydimethylsiloxane

(PDMS) as a second material which is softer and more flexible than Cu. Figure 3a shows the

general replica procedure using PDMS. First, a 5 nm gold layer was sputtered on the template

surface to protect the replica from structural collapse. Next, we cast PDMS (Dow SYLGARDTM

184, Dow Corning, USA) onto the template using a typical soft lithography process.29 In order to

attain sufficient wetting to fill the template nanowells, PDMS (viscosity: 3.5 Pa.$) was diluted

with hexamethyldisiloxane (HMDS, ClearCo, viscosity: 4.9x10-19Pa.$) in a 1:0.1:0.5 PDMS

base to PDMS initiator to HMDS ratio. The mixture was poured over the template and degassed

under vacuum for 30 minutes. After degassing, the PDMS mixture was kept at 600 for 2.5 hours

to cure and to evaporate any residual HMDS. Normal PDMS curing temperatures (80 resulted

in replica surface wrinkling, due to the difference in thermal expansion coefficients between gold

and PDMS. To prevent distortion due to thermal stress, the replica was left in the oven until it

cooled down from 60 ❑ to room temperature. The nail polish template was dissolved by placing

the sample in a gentle bath of acetonitrile for 10 minutes with a solvent flow over the template,

maintained using a Pasteur pipette. After most of the nail polish was dissolved, the sample was

gently sonicated for 5 min in an acetonitrile bath and an isopropyl alcohol (IPA) bath, in

sequence, to completely remove resin residue. Figure 3b shows a picture of the PDMS replica,

and corresponding images of the PDMS nanopillar array using (c) SEM and (d) AFM. The gold

coating sputtered onto the template was transferred to the replica, causing the entire surface to

appear dull and dark. The color suggested that nanofeatures were present across the entire replica

surface. The color arose due to the anti-reflectivity of the cicada wings caused by the periodic

nanopillars,30' 31 similar to the Cu replica. The presence of the nanopillar array was confirmed

with both SEM and AFM, with mean height and diameter of 313 ± 31 nm and 136 ± 6 nm,
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respectively (Figure 3e, f, cyan bars). The mean height and width measured on the PDMS replica

were within ±6% of the dimensions of these features on the original master cicada wing and are

within the within the uncertainty of the measurement and the limits of image processing,

demonstrating the capability of DT-NIL to replicate features in PDMS with high resolution. The

PDMS replicas showed a larger distribution of pillar diameter and height compared to the

original template or metallic replica. This is likely because the HMDS (silicone oil) added to

dilute the PDMS partially evaporated before the replicate fully cured, and further feature

shrinkage due to low stiffness.

Following replication, we functionalized the replica with fluorinated silane (HTMS) after

a brief 1 minute air plasma (PDC-001-HP, Harrick Plasma) activation of the surface.

Hydrophobic functionalization increased both apparent advancing and receding contact angles to

OaaPP = 155 4° and OraPP = 148 ± 8°, exhibiting superhydrophobicity (see Supporting

Information S.6).

An advantage of DT-NIL over other soft lithography methods for making high-aspect

ratio (>3) nanoscale PDMS features is the ability to prevent feature collapse32-34 by transferring a

protective Au layer from the template to the replica. Our results showed that DT-NIL enables us

to conformally coat the replica with a surface layer transferred from the template. In some cases,

transferring material from the template may be undesirable when it covers the desired replica

surface chemistry. However, it can be readily compensated by further functionalization if there is

any specific material or function required of the replica.

The benefit of this Au layer transfer can be observed in SEMs of cicada wing replicas

fabricated without the protective gold layer, clearly showing clusters of nanopillars stuck

together or 'kissing pillars' (Figure S5a). We hypothesize that two explanations exist for
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structural collapse: 1) collapse from capillary forces upon solvent drying, and 2) collapse from

the low stiffness of the PDMS elastomer.32 The former can be mitigated by drying the replicas

with a low surface energy solvent such as supercritical CO2.34 Indeed, supercritical drying

significantly reduces the collapse of nanopillars (Fig. S5b), however; it could not completely

prevent collapse. This is due to the bending stresses present in high aspect ratio, low stiffness

PDMS nanopillars. Therefore, to prevent these collapses, we sputter-coated a protective solid Au

layer onto the nanopillars to enhance their structural stiffness (See Supporting Information S.7

for Au layer thickness and structural stiffness calculation.). After depositing a 5 nm gold layer

onto the nanopillars they remain upright individually at the end of the entire fabrication process.

The DT-NIL technique is versatile for the replication of nanoscale features, as illustrated

above by the variety of deposition techniques and materials used to replicate cicada wing

nanopillars. The chemical and physical identity of the features to be copied, however, play a

pivotal role in the achievable resolution. While the surface features of the cicada wing push the

lower limit for size replication by our simple DT-NIL technique, we recognize that the

nanopillars present on cicada wings are relatively simple in topography. Furthermore, the

hydrophobic waxes and hydrocarbons35 at the surface reduce surface adhesion, making them a

good candidate for masters in the NIL process.36 To further demonstrate the scalability and

utility of DT-NIL for surfaces other cicada wings, we produced PDMS replicas of a hierarchical

biological surface with re-entrant features as well as replicas of two rigid nanoengineered silicon

surfaces.

The wings of the fly (S. bullata) possess hierarchical roughness and multiscale

topographies of short nanopillars on the surface with microscale curved hairs extending from the

wing (Fig. 4a). The microscale hairs extend up and curve back inward lateral to the surface,
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forming a doubly re-entrant rod that is difficult to replicate using conventional NIL techniques.

Using DT-NIL with PDMS as the material of choice, we were able to successfully replicate fly

wings (Fig. 4b). The use of a fly wing master demonstrated the successful replication of surfaces

with hierarchical structures with dimensions that scale over many orders of magnitude.37' 38 In

order to avoid nanoscale pillar or microscale hair collapse due to capillary drying during

template removal, fly wing replication required the use of supercritical CO2 drying. The

replication of re-entrant structures from the master was possible because of the flexibility of both

the fly hairs and the incompletely cured template resin before separation. If the resin is allowed

to fully cure at this step in the process, the template becomes inflexible and is difficult to remove

from the master, ripping off and damaging even flexible features such as the fly hairs Once

separated and fully cured, the resin template is hardened, but possesses all re-entrant features.

Whether using a flexible replica material, such as PDMS, or an inflexible replica material, such

as electrodeposited Cu, the replica and template are unlikely to separate without removing or

damaging the re-entrant features if using a mechanical method of separation. Thus, the ability to

dissolve away the template by chemical means is key and permits the use of a variety of replica

materials.

The replication of small features present on flexible natural surfaces, which tend to have

a low Young's modulus, using non-destructive DT-NIL shows the utility of the technique. To

further demonstrate the approach on rigid substrates having ordered or random nanoscale

features, we tested the method on two nanostructured silicon (Si) wafers having distinct

structural morphologies. We first fabricated Si nanograss structures made from metal-assisted

chemical etching using hydrofluoric acid (Figure 4c).39 (For Si nanograss fabrication details, see

Supporting Information S.8.) The Si nanograss was first silanized using HTMS through a
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chemical vapor deposition method in order to ease the release of the template from the master by

lowering the master's surface energy. The DT-NIL technique was able to replicate the Si

nanograss features with PDMS, as shown in Figure 4d. The second Si nanostructure replicated

was an array of nanopyramids with 600 nm base lengths and 800 nm pitch (Figure 4e).4° The

nanopyramids were fabricated using anisotropic wet etching of Si in a KOH solution, and

electrodeposition of Ni. (For nanopyramid fabrication details, see Supporting Information S.8.)

The SEM micrograph of the resulting PDMS replica, shown in Figure 4f, indicated the presence

of distortion along the base of the pyramids. Interestingly, the use of the protective gold layer did

not prevent distortion. Despite the distortion, AFM images and profiles of the nanopyramid

template shows a full resolution negative structure (see Supporting Information S.9), indicating

that DT-NIL produces an excellent ternplate, and that distortion stems from shrink/swelling of

the PDMS during replica forrnation.
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Figure 4. Biological and inorganic nanoengineered surfaces replicated using DT-NIL.
(a) Original multiscale hierarchical and re-entrant features on fly wings (S. bullata) showing
nanopillars beneath microscale hairs, and (b) replica of the fly wings fabricated using the DT-

NIL method. The inset images in each figure show nanofeatures at the base underneath the hairs.
(c) Si nanograss fabricated by metal-assisted chemical etching using HF and (d) replica of

nanograss made with PDMS. (e) Array of nickel coated nanopyramids (Lbase = 600 nm) made
from KOH anisotropic etching of silicon substrates followed by nickel electrodepositon with

corresponding (f) replica of the nanopyramids.

In this study, we develop a simple, scalable, cost-effective, and widely accessible

nanoimprinting method using dissolvable templates made from commonly available nail polish

and solvents. The DT-NIL method is capable of reproducing full resolution nanoscale replicas in

both metal and elastomer materials. Although demonstrated here for Cu with electroplating, any

alternative plating materials can be used. The DT-NIL method described here also has the

potential to be developed further for the purpose of fabricating roll-to-roll (R2R-) or roll-to-plate

(R2P-) NIL to increase scalability and throughput as the template is flexible and bendable.
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The use of a dissolvable template imparts several key advantages over current NIL

methods. First, DT-NIL can be performed at ambient conditions (pressure and temperature)

without sophisticated equipment and using toxic materials such as photoresists. Second, the DT-

NIL method can easily transfer metallic coatings onto replicas (when needed) that can help

structurally stabilize elastomer nanostructures. Third, the DT-NIL method can replicate re-

entrant, multiscale (micro or nanoscale), and hierarchical (micro and nanoscale) features having

complex topographies. In the future, studies are needed on additional template solution

chemistries with desired rheological properties that can enable optimal replication for specific

applications beyond cicada wings. Fourth, DT-NIL is applicable to both hard and soft master

materials for replication. Lastly, DT-NIL is particularly well suited for the replication of

nanofeatures on surfaces that need to stay intact after replication (non-destructive). Even though

the template cannot be reused, the replication process is so precise that it enables us to make one

replica from a robust material (such as copper or silicon) and use that replica instead as

additional master surfaces to scale up the replication process. We envision the DT-NIL technique

as having potential for the in-situ or in-vivo study of rare insect and animal species with complex

micro and nanofeatures as a nail polish is biocompatible and the replication can be done without

the need to collect a large number of samples. In summary, the nanoimprinting method

developed here demonstrates a facile, inexpensive, and highly versatile approach for achieving

scalable nanofabrication of complex surface topographies for the replication of a range of natural

and engineered surfaces.
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